
Animal Behaviour in 
Zoo Enclosures



Lions



Lion Enclosure



The lion enclosure at Auckland Zoo is fairly small. I would 
estimate it to be less that 40m x 100m, a mere fraction of 
their range in the wild.  The habitat consists of a central 

piece of land, the majority of which is bordered by a large 
moat. Because lions have a natural fear of swimming, the 

water acts as a division between their habitat and the 
rest of the zoo, meaning that it appears fairly open. The 

land the lions live on consists of a small, open hill covered 
in grass, a sheltered area with several large trees and 
toys (see inset), as well as some rocky sections. In the 
wild, lions live in open, typically flat savannahs with 

evenly, fairly widely spaced trees. This is a stark contrast 
to their habitat at Auckland Zoo. The lions live quite close 
to animals that they would live with in the wild, such as 

the rhinoceroses, cheetahs, hippopotamuses, giraffes and 
zebras, but they cannot actually see them from their 

habitat, and their living arrangement is very different to 
what it would be like in the wild.



The climate lions at Auckland Zoo live in 
is very different to that in the wild. For a 
start, temperatures in Auckland are far 

less extreme than those in Africa, where 
the lions live. Also, in Africa, there are 
distinct wet and dry seasons, and are 
often droughts where lions have to go 

for large periods of time without drinking 
from bodies of water. In Auckland, the 
seasons are less extreme and the lions 
can always drink from the moat that 

surround them. This means their climate, 
and therefore, living conditions, are very 

unlike those in Africa.



The lions at Auckland Zoo eat rabbit, beef, chicken and horse meat. This is raw, like they would eat in the wild. 
They may also eat special, commercially made foods that provide them with calcium and amino acids, which they 
require as part of their diet. This food is placed into their enclosure by the keeper. The lions are coaxed out of 

their habitat and safely locked outside while the keeper hides the food in one of their toys or elsewhere around 
the enclosure. This means that they can ‘hunt’ for their food once they get back inside their enclosure. However, 

this is vastly different to how hunting works in the wild - the lions never have to chase any live animals or kill 
them themselves. As well as this, the types of meats they eat are different - it would be very difficult to feed 

them zebra, wildebeest or giraffe meat - but the substitutes they eat at the zoo may be adequate.



There are several ways in which the lions 
are stimulated at Auckland Zoo. There are 

toys inside of the habitat, which can be 
attacked, pulled and played with. The 
zookeepers also place foreign objects, 
such as sacks (often covered in giraffe 

poo), cardboard boxes, herbs, spices and 
ice cubes into their enclosure. This is 

because the keepers cannot provide them 
with live animals to hunt and eat like they 

would in the wild, or there would be a 
huge outcry, and it would be very hard to 

get other African animals into their 
habitat so they can leave their scent, so 

they have to be creative and give the lions 
new and unusual things to investigate that 

stimulate the sensory organs. 

There are also other small animals in the 
lion habitat (see photos opposite) which 

can provide entertainment. Finally, 
because they are very social cats, they can 

keep one another company. When I saw 
them at the zoo, they were sleeping 

together and seemed content.



There are three lionesses at Auckland Zoo - Sheeka, 
Kura and Amira. In the past, there was a male lion, 

but he was euthanised last year. This means that the 
lions do not have any opportunities to reproduce 

naturally, and if they were to do so by any method, it 
would be vastly different to how it occurs in the wild. 
Lions typically live in prides that are much larger than 
three individuals, so the lions have less companions 

and friends than they do in the wild. They also do not 
have any cubs to take care of and nurture.



When I saw the lions, they were sleeping. This was the behaviour I was 
expecting them to be exhibiting - signs on the enclosure told me that they 

sleep for up to 90% of the day. I didn’t think that any behaviours they showed 
differed to what they would typically do in the wild. However, I saw the tiger, a 
fellow member of the big cat family, sleeping on a blanket (see inset). This is a 
different behaviour to what they would do in the wild - they would normally 
flatten the grass beneath them before lying on that. I saw a similar blanket in 

the lion enclosure and wonder if they sometimes sleep on it too.
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Giraffes



Giraffe Enclosure



I estimate that the giraffe enclosure is about 4,000m2. It is mostly bare ground, with fencing around it and some dead stumps with vegetation 
tied to them. This is quite unlike what the giraffes would have in Africa - like the lions, they live in the savannah which is made up of grass 

land with evenly distributed trees. Approximately half of the habitat is under construction, and, once completed, will hopefully provide the 
giraffes with a more diverse environment. There is very little vegetation for the giraffes to eat - most of it is in the form of hay in metal, 

gridded boxes. This is done presumably because the boxes are easy to restock and the grid pattern means that the giraffes have to use their 
tongues to recover the food, but is very different to how the giraffes would eat in the wild. Finally, the giraffes live with the zebras and 

ostriches in the zoo, and are in the pridelands, near to other animals such as the lions, rhinoceroses and antelopes, which they would live with 
in the wild. However, they are not actually living with these animals, meaning that their living situation is very different in captivity to what it 

would be in the wild. 



The climate that the giraffes at Auckland 
Zoo live in is very different to that in the 
wild. They live in the same climate as the 
lion, meaning that the temperature range 

where they live is more broad and that 
their are far more distinct wet and dry 

seasons.



The giraffes at Auckland Zoo eat dried 
grass and the leaves of various trees. They 

also eat fruit and vegetables, including 
carrots from visitors to the zoo, which are 
treats. These mimic the diet of leaves they 

would eat in the wild. However, there is 
very little vegetation in the giraffe 

enclosure and they were not eating as 
much as I had expected them to when I 

visited them (they eat for around 75% of 
the day when in the wild). Also, there is a 
small pool of water in the middle of the 
giraffe enclosure which imitates a water 

hole, but is quite small. I think it is possibly 
adequate for what the giraffes need it for.



The giraffes at Auckland zoo share a habitat 
with two zebras and three ostriches, which 
could provide company and entertainment. 
Because they are quite social animals, they 

also keep one another company.  
The keepers of the giraffes at Auckland Zoo 
put diced fruit/vegetables inside a boomer 

ball (see below) in order to make the giraffes 
work for their food. This ball is hung from 

trees, meaning that it swings around as the 
giraffes try to get their long tongues inside 

in order to remove what is inside. 
Sometimes, the balls are frozen on hot days 
to add even more variation into the giraffes’ 

grazing.



There are seven giraffes at Auckland Zoo - one adult male, Zabulu, one male calf 
(born in August 2015), and five females, Rukiya, Kiraka, Shira, Mdomo and Zuri 
(born in April 2015). This is fairly similar to what a small pride of giraffes would 
look like in the wild. There is only one male in the group, which is normal, but 
there are lots of females, which is also typical because they are very social and 
like to stay together. The fact that two calves were born this year shows that 

the reproductive opportunities within the group are quite good.



There were several behaviours that the 
giraffes were exhibiting that looked 

unnatural. Firstly, I saw two giraffes sitting 
down in the concrete area outside of their 
habitat (see inset). In the wild, giraffes do 

not sit down, even when sleeping, because 
they find it difficult to get up and so they 

are very vulnerable to attacks from 
predators. This means that if the giraffes at 
Auckland Zoo were to be rehabilitated into 
the wild, they would be quite susceptible 
to predators and therefore less likely to 

survive for as long as other giraffes. 
Another behaviour I saw was one giraffe 
(the adult male, Zabulu) bending its neck 

over the fence of its habitat to reach some 
vegetation. This looked very unnatural and 
could cause neck injuries, so it is not a very 

good thing to be doing. I think that this 
behaviour may have been caused by a lack 

of food inside the enclosure.
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